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In Charleston, Maine, a town of about 1,500 near the center of the state, there is an
orchard with 750 apple trees and a farm where a variety of produce is grown.1 This
bucolic setting is on the grounds of the Mountain View Correctional Facility, a
374-bed minimum- and medium-security state prison.2 Incarcerated people tend
to the apple trees and vegetables, and every year they cultivate 100,000 pounds of
produce that wind up on their prison cafeteria, or chow hall, trays.3 Writing for
the New York Times in 2021, Patricia Leigh Brown highlighted how Mountain
View’s prison food service manager Mark McBrine, who also happened to be “an
organic farmer with dirt under his fingernails,” was “making the prison a pioneer
in a nascent farm-to-prison table movement.”4 According to multiple media outlets
that have reported on Mountain View’s food system, it is a model to be emulated—
both an antidote to dreary prison food and a cost-saver for the state of Maine.5

Nearly twenty-three hundred miles west of the Mountain View Correctional
Facility is a goat farm with a population of twenty-five hundred in Cañon City,
Colorado.6 The goat farm is in the same town as six state prisons. Incarcerated people
milk the goats, and the resulting milk is made into cheese sold by large food retailers,
including, until 2015, Whole Foods.7 In his 2017 feature on the goat farm, National
Public Radio’s (NPR) Dan Charles marveled at the scenery:

[W]hen you’re there, you can almost forget you’re in a prison. The goats, in their
pens, look out over irrigated corn fields, the Arkansas River in the distance, and
barren hillsides on the other side. To be perfectly honest, it’s beautiful.8

Charles also recounted his exchange with incarcerated man Jeremiah Pate. When he
asked Pate if milking goats was a “bad thing” or a “good thing,” Pate responded: “It’s a
great thing.”9 “It beats the alternative. Rather than sitting in your tiny little cell, you
get to come out here,” Pate added.10 According to Charles, “[e]very man I meet ech-
oes that thought,” including two people who had already been released from prison
and were presumably less concerned about how their interview responses would be
received by corrections authorities.11
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The benefits of prison agricultural labor, these and other new stories suggest, are more
than practical. Having incarcerated people cultivate some of their own food not only
saves taxpayers’ money and offers incarcerated workers respite from life inside gray pri-
son walls, but prison farm labor holds special transformative potential.12 A Maine tele-
vision news station waxed poetic about how the Mountain View Correctional Facility
farm grew not just crops, but people, pointing to how an incarcerated man named
“Julio” had been “growing” by “spending time in the sun,” working hard, and learning
to be patient.13 Prison farm labor has also been presented as a way for incarcerated peo-
ple to repay their debts to society, especially at carceral institutions that donate some of
the surplus crops they harvest to food banks. A 2015 Washington Post article quoted
Walter Labord, a man incarcerated at the Eastern Correctional Institution in
Westover, Maryland, reflecting on the healing effects of his labor. Labord, who worked
on the prison grounds cultivating strawberries, squash, eggplant, lettuce, and peppers,
shared that, “it makes it feel like you still have it in you to do something good.”14

This Washington Post article quoting Labord and the NPR story on the Colorado
prison goat farm did acknowledge some less-than-ideal dimensions of prison agricul-
tural labor. The Post described the type of labor Labord performed as “grueling,” with
“10-hour days” that involved being “scorched by the sun and tormented by flies.”15

Meanwhile, the NPR story on the Cañon City goat farm hinted at the issue of low
prison wages and how consumers may be unwittingly supporting an exploitative
labor regime through their purchases, though it ultimately reconciled these thorny
issues by quoting a formerly incarcerated agricultural worker who seemed to almost
give consumers permission to buy products derived from prison labor. When NPR’s
Dan Charles asked Chad Redding about controversies surrounding Whole Foods sell-
ing cheese made from goats milked by incarcerated people, Redding, who had worked
at the farm before his release from Colorado’s Skyline Correctional Center, offered a
response that was both diplomatic and unsettling: “It’s no different than having some
Chinese shoe shop make your Nikes for, like, a dollar.”16

As these examples illustrate, the overall tone of these representative popular news
stories on prison agricultural labor is ultimately more approving than ambivalent;
farm labor is presented as a win-win scenario for society, self-sustaining prisons,
and incarcerated people. Such narratives, this article underscores, are unique to agri-
cultural work and rely on associations of the outdoors and farm foods with health-
fulness and purity. The work of manufacturing license plates, for example, would
be much more difficult for corrections systems and media reports to romanticize
as labor that has the power to transform incarcerated people.17

Penal reformers have long framed the rural outdoors as sites of redemption for
people from the city. There is also a long history to the sentimentalization of agricul-
tural labor in carceral settings, especially at it involves putatively wayward urbanites
working up a sweat in the countryside. As criminologist Anthony M. Platt and soci-
ologist David Garland have pointed out, turn-of-the-twentieth-century reformers in
the United States and Europe believed that incarcerated people—including juveniles
in reformatories—could benefit from laboring on rural farms, and they made both
practical and philosophical arguments in favor of compulsory agricultural labor.18

Such work could prevent incarcerated people from becoming “idle” and engaging
in antisocial activities while in prison, and exposure to the “pure” and “natural”
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rural outdoors could rehabilitate “degenerates” who had been sullied by the inherent
“corruption” of urban environments.19

Corrections authorities continued to echo such sentiments throughout the twen-
tieth century. In 1942, William T. Hammack, the assistant director of the (Federal)
Bureau of Prisons, expressed hope that farm labor would “perhaps provide the incen-
tive and initiative for the return to the soil of men who have drifted from farms into
urban areas and who would be better off in agriculture.”20 Like contemporary news
stories on Maine’s Mountain View prison, mid-twentieth-century prison authorities
touted agricultural labor by emphasizing how it enabled incarcerated people to con-
sume nourishing, farm-fresh foods without burdening the taxpayer. In a 1960 booklet
about the Bureau of Prisons’ agricultural work program, the corrections agency
described how the Federal Reformatory in Chillicothe, Ohio, had an onsite,
seventeen-hundred-acre farm that generated “over 5 million pounds of food and ani-
mal feed annually.”21 This yield included all the pork, milk, eggs, “most” of the veg-
etables and poultry, and one-fifth of the beef, served at the prison, allowing for “an
interesting and wholesome diet despite budgetary limitations.”22

This article considers how prison agricultural labor continues to be promoted as a
particularly uplifting type of prison labor, and highlights what is elided and obscured
from media stories on the topic. How prison farm labor is presented matters, in part,
because it is still practiced at many carceral institutions; there are some seven hundred
state prisons across the country that maintain work sites engaged in the production of
plants, food, and animal husbandry.23 Approving stories on prison agricultural labor
are also not just feel-good stories of little consequence. Such stories, which rely on the
cooperation of corrections officials for access to prisons and incarcerated people, reas-
sure the public about U.S. carceral conditions.

Just as household and food manufacturers market their products as “green” (some-
times with green-colored packing) to suggest that their products are natural, pure, and
sustainable, geographer Evan Hazelett has argued that corrections systems use “the
symbolic power of ‘green’” to legitimate prisons.24 (The very term “gardens” is signifi-
cant, as corrections systems may refer to even large farms as gardens to suggest that
labor in such spaces is a leisure activity.) Such attempts to greenwash prisons by touting
their onsite “gardens” may be especially useful during moments when critiques of the
harms of prisons and injustices of mass incarceration are most salient, as they
allow carceral authorities to “produce institutional legitimacy without having to invest
significant resources in substantive reform, let alone systematic decarceration.”25

In conjunction with Hazelett’s observation that prison “gardens” help launder U.S.
carceral systems, this article stresses that, by representing agricultural labor as whole-
some and rehabilitative, stories idealizing prison farm labor also sanitize objection-
able features of prison labor in particular and thus legitimate prisons as “places of
production as well as punishment,” to borrow a phrase from historian Heather
Ann Thompson.26 The reality of carceral “places of production” is that they involve
coerced labor, extraordinarily low or no wages at all, and the absence of health and
safety guarantees that also undercut working Americans on the outside.

Incarcerated people have consistently sought to bring attention to, and contest,
these features of prison labor. Within the context of prison agricultural labor, they
have, as this article shows, attempted to circumvent work requirements by injuring
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themselves and used work stoppages to protest what they call “modern day slavery.”
This article proposes that earnestly considering incarcerated people’s characterization
of their work as “modern day slavery” profoundly changes how we might view news
stories about prison agricultural labor. Rather than fluff stories, they become justifi-
cations for a racialized system of state-sponsored, forced labor that is anything but
feel-good.

History

Corrections systems have been legally able to force incarcerated people to work
because the Thirteenth Amendment’s abolition of slavery and involuntary servitude
excluded those convicted of a crime. State legislation and state-level judicial rulings,
such as Ruffin v. Virginia (1871), which declared incarcerated people “slaves of the
State,” also provide legal sanction for this “modern day slavery”; as of 2023, the
ban on slavery in sixteen states’ constitutions include an exception for people who
are being punished for their crimes.27

Even before the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865, however, labor
had been a part of carceral punishment.28 It was not unusual for early-nineteenth
century state penitentiaries to require work; at the Eastern State Penitentiary in
Philadelphia, incarcerated people spun wool and made shoes as part of correctional
authorities’ efforts to “reform” them.29 After the Civil War, Southern states codified
Black Codes to limit African Americans’ mobility and coerce them into labor; those
found in violation of Black Codes would be incarcerated and leased to private busi-
ness and agricultural interests where their working conditions were so deplorable that
mortality rates were as high as forty percent.30 Although convict leasing declined by
the early-twentieth century, Southern states relied on chained “road gangs” that built
infrastructure until well into the mid-twentieth century.31

Penal labor during this era was not limited to the South, however. As historian
Ariel Ludwig has chronicled, in 1884, a “Municipal Farm” opened on the jail grounds
of New York’s Rikers Island to extract labor from people incarcerated there.32

Notably, women, though incarcerated in far fewer numbers than men, have also
been forced to labor since the nineteenth century.33 Incarcerated women served as
domestic servants in jails and prisons—cooking, cleaning, washing clothes, and sew-
ing uniforms for carceral staff and their households; the Black women among them
also performed strenuous field labor in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.34

Carceral authorities viewed Black women as irredeemable and unfeminine, in contrast
to the white women whom they spared from the harshest physical labor.35

Contemporary Work Mandates

Like their predecessors from earlier eras, some people incarcerated in state and federal
prisons today work because they have no choice in the matter. One 2022 report by the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the University of Chicago Law School
Global Human Rights Clinic found that over sixty-five percent of people incarcerated
in state and federal prisons work.36 Using survey data from 2016, a 2023 Bureau of
Justice Statistics report noted that eighty-three percent of people incarcerated in fede-
ral prisons and seventy-one percent of people in state prisons said they were required
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to work.37 Indeed, the (Federal) Bureau of Prisons’ own policy states that, “sentenced
inmates” must work “if they are medically able.”38

At many prisons, those who refuse to work can be punished with solitary confine-
ment, lose family visitation privileges, barred from purchasing food and other essen-
tial supplies at prison commissaries, and see the erasure of “good time,” or previously
earned credits, that can reduce one’s sentence.39 Some states do not specify the types
of punishment that await incarcerated people who resist labor mandates, but omi-
nously refer to the meting out of “disciplinary action.”40

As coercive as such compulsory labor policies are, states couch them as a service
for incarcerated people. The Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections
claims that “[a]griculture work at the [Angola] prison provides offenders with a skill
they may use once they are released from prison, and the produce [they grow] helps
feed the offenders at the state’s prisons.”41 But most of the men at Angola will never
get a chance to apply their “skills” in society. A majority of them are serving life sen-
tences.42 Meanwhile, North Carolina state law acknowledges that prison labor is used
to “reduce the costs of maintaining the inmate population,” but it also claims that its
work requirements “enable inmates to acquire or retain skills and work habits needed
to secure honest employment after their release.”43

Such perfunctory defenses of mandatory prison labor elide the reality that, in spite
of their work experiences while incarcerated, joblessness among people who have pre-
viously been incarcerated may still be as high as sixty percent, according to an esti-
mate by the nonpartisan Prison Policy Initiative in 2022.44

Lack of Workplace Protections and Pay

Incarcerated people are not afforded labor protections like those spelled out in the
National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), which legally authorizes workers’ right to
unionize and collective bargaining without retaliation from employers. Unlike the
Thirteenth Amendment, the NLRA did not explicitly exclude incarcerated people.
Courts have nonetheless decided that incarcerated people’s relationship with correc-
tions systems is primarily penal rather than economic, and therefore they are not
“employees” entitled to NLRA protections.45 In 1973, five hundred and forty out
of seven hundred people incarcerated at Central Prison in Raleigh, North Carolina,
established a union, prompting incarcerated workers in other parts of the state and
in Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Washington, D.C., and Wisconsin, to follow suit.46 The North Carolina
Department of Corrections responded by banning the prison union that had begun
at Central Prison, after which the union fought the ban in the courts; the Supreme
Court ultimately upheld the ban in Jones v. North Carolina Prisoners’ Union (1977).

Incarcerated workers are also mostly excluded from health and safety laws. The
Occupational Health and Safety Act (OSHA), which “assure[s] safe and healthful
working conditions for working men and women,” has only applied to the roughly
10 percent of people incarcerated in federal institutions, according to the ACLU
and the University of Chicago Law School Global Human Rights Clinic.47

Perhaps the most well-publicized dimension of prison labor is how little incarcer-
ated workers are paid. Just as the NLRA and the OSHA have not applied to most
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incarcerated workers, corrections systems are exempt from the Fair Labor Standards
Act entitling workers to a minimum wage and overtime pay. Their labor can even be
entirely unpaid. As of 2022, at least six states—Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,
Mississippi, South Carolina, and Texas—did not compensate the majority of their
incarcerated workers.48 Meanwhile, the states that do pay incarcerated workers do
so at far below the federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour.49 Among incarcerated
people whose work is classified as supporting “prison facilities,” which includes work-
ing on prison farms, average hourly wages ranged from a low of thirteen cents to a
high of fifty-two cents in 2022.50 As modest as incarcerated people’s pay rates already
are, corrections systems deduct taxes, court fines, child support, restitution, jail or pri-
son “room and board,” and medical co-pays and other fees, from their paychecks.51

A Link in the Commercial Food Chain

Along with receiving paltry or no wages for their agricultural work, some incarcerated
people are even denied the right to consume the literal fruits of their labor. As illus-
trated by the example of cheese sourced from a Colorado prison goat farm that found
its way to Whole Foods store shelves, until 2015, not all the food produced on prison
farms are for incarcerated people. In some instances, all the food from a prison farm
may be sold or donated, considered too high quality or expensive for the very people
who produced that food. This is not a recent phenomenon, but longstanding practice
at some prisons. When the Bureau of Prisons surveyed Tennessee state prisons in
1950s, it reported that, “it is a general practice in most of the state institutions to
sell the meat produced on their farms and to use some part of this money to buy
the salt pork which is cheaper[,] and the meat requirement [for incarcerated people]
can be met at a lower cost.”52 More recently, a 2021 report surveying incarcerated
people in Maryland found that those who worked in state prison farms were prohib-
ited from consuming any of the produce they harvested, though that food would be
donated to food banks, nonprofits, and local government agencies, rather than sold.53

More often, onsite prison farms source both carceral kitchens and produce food
for the commercial food supply.54 In Texas, incarcerated men and women cultivate
some thirty different vegetables, which the Texas Department of Criminal Justice
said produced nearly twelve million pounds of food in 2017; the state also relies
on incarcerated labor for meat processing, canning, and a “poultry program” that
yielded 4.9 million eggs that year.55 A portion of Texas’s prison farm and livestock
operations fed “the offender population,” while the rest was for commercial sale,
according to the state.56

A report by the food journalism nonprofit The Counter in 2017 also found that the
food industry purchases tens of millions of dollars’ worth of food derived from prison
labor—both crops from prison farms and processed food items from various states’
factories or correctional industries.57 Buyers of food sourced from prison labor
included industry behemoths Cargill—the largest privately held company in the
United States—and Dairy Farmers of America, the dairy cooperative accounting
for nearly a quarter of the U.S. milk market.58 Given this, it is a near certainty that
Americans shopping at conventional supermarkets have encountered products
made with prison labor.
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That prison labor is behind part of the commercial food supply is not just a prob-
lem for American consumers concerned about ethical implications. This reliance on
incarcerated labor is also a problem for nonincarcerated workers whose wages and
working conditions are undermined by the use of prison labor, as Heather Ann
Thompson pointed out in her 2010 study of the effects of mass incarceration on post-
war historical developments, including the decline of the U.S. labor movement.59

Labor unions saw this coming. When the federal government proposed what
would become Federal Prison Industries in 1934, the American Federation of
Labor (AFL) protested, and when federal and state correctional industries expanded
in subsequent decades, labor unions also registered their opposition.60

Incarcerated people are not, of course, the only workers whose exploitation has
furthered the degradation of labor in the contemporary United States. Employers
have used migrant farmworkers to such an extent that three-quarters of farm workers
in the United States are foreign-born and roughly half are unauthorized, according to
the Migration Policy Institute in 2017.61 During the Obama and Trump
Administrations, vigorous enforcement of anti-immigration measures even contrib-
uted to farm labor shortages.62

Tellingly, a number of states responded to the shortages by expanding their prison
labor programs, resulting in incarcerated workers harvesting some of the Georgia
onions, Arizona watermelons, Washington apples, and Idaho potatoes that would
have been harvested by migrant farm laborers in the past.63 Had prison agricultural
labor not been available in these states, farm owners would have had to raise wages
and improve working conditions to appeal to nonincarcerated people to work jobs
previously held by unauthorized migrant farm laborers. The use of prison farm
labor to harvest crops destined for market, then, perpetuates a system of agricultural
production that undercuts wages and working conditions for all workers.

Resistance

Incarcerated workers have challenged every dimension of prison work, including
being forced to work. Some incarcerated people have focused their efforts on labor
mandates that include an exception for those with medical exemptions or disabilities,
as the history of compulsory labor at the Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola exem-
plifies. The Angola Prison has been so closely associated with agricultural labor that it
is nicknamed “The Farm,” and since the end of convict leasing, perhaps no U.S. pri-
son has evoked slavery more.64 Not only does the sight of Black bodies toiling in fields
with little or no pay as armed guards on horseback oversee them conjure up images of
antebellum slavery, but the prison itself sits on land that used to house plantations.
The very name of the prison—Angola—is derived from the name of one of those
plantations, and that plantation was named after the ancestral homeland of people
enslaved on the property.

The Angola Prison was racially segregated until the 1960s, and carceral Jim Crow
at Angola, like at other Southern state prisons, was not limited to physical separation
of the races.65 Carceral Jim Crow also meant that African Americans were assigned
the most undesirable prison jobs, subject to harsher supervision than whites, and
excluded from access to library reading rooms and other privileges incarcerated
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whites enjoyed.66 At Angola in the mid-1960s, incarcerated whites were usually
assigned to work as prison clerks, mechanics, cleaners, canners, sugar-mill workers,
and license-plate makers, while African Americans were forced to perform grueling
field labor, according to the late Albert Woodfox, the survivor of more than four
decades of solitary confinement at Angola.67 In these ways, race—not the particular
crime for which one had been convicted— determined how incarcerated people at
Angola and other Southern prisons would be treated.

While the Angola Prison is no longer segregated, its system of compulsory labor
remains intact. Men incarcerated at Angola grow the vegetables served in its chow
halls and work at the prison’s processing plant, packaging and freezing “The
Farm’s” produce.68 Those who labor in the fields have described the work as long
hours of bending down, tending and harvesting produce under a blazing sun while
lacking water to drink and under constant threat by armed guards.69 In 2018, a
Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections spokesperson insisted that
Angola provided its incarcerated workforce with “abundant water,” though the
spokesperson confirmed “a use of force policy” in which armed guards patrolled
the workers.70 The state paid its incarcerated farm laborers wages between four
cents and one dollar an hour as of 2017—a raise from as low as two pennies an
hour in 2015.71

Since the early-twentieth century (the prison opened in 1901) until the 1970s, men
at Angola were also made to work in the prison’s five thousand acres of sugar cane
fields.72 Before beginning his four-plus decades of solitary in the 1970s, Woodfox
was put to work cutting sugar cane at Angola—drudgery he described as “the hardest
job I ever had in my life.”73 It required him to bend over constantly, wield a machete-
like knife with short handles that was hard to grasp for extended periods, and “grab”
and “whack” sugar cane stalks as fast as he could.74 When sugar cane needed harvest-
ing each fall, Woodfox performed this labor seven days a week. “[I]t was the speed
they pushed on us that made it so hard,” he wrote in his 2019 memoir.75

Some men at Angola mutilated themselves rather than work in the sugar cane
fields. In the infamous “heel-stringing” protest of 1951, more than thirty men lac-
erated their Achilles tendons to liberate themselves from field labor and to protest
their working and living conditions.76 The “Heel String Gang,” as they were called,
succeeded in drawing attention to their plight, as the national news media reported
on their desperation and dramatic act of defiance, with one magazine designating
Angola “America’s worst prison.”77 This negative publicity led the Louisiana
governor, Earl K. Long, to form a committee of community leaders and experts
to investigate the prison.78 The committee found that the prison was filthy, rife
with violence, and lacked treatment programs and medical care.79 State officials
responded to the committee’s findings by spending eight million dollars to improve
Angola and build a new prison, which opened four years after the “heel-stringing”
protest.80

A decade-and-a-half later, not much had changed, according to Woodfox’s
account. Angola was still a hellhole. People still maimed themselves to avoid toiling
in the sugar cane fields. As generations of men at Angola had done before them,
Woodfox wrote that his incarcerated contemporaries “would pay someone to break
their hands, legs, or ankles, or they would cut themselves during cane season.”81
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Self-harm as a strategy to elude compulsory labor was not only practiced at Angola,
and has continued into the mass incarceration era to such an extent that some states
and corrections systems have explicit rules against it. North Carolina attempts to dis-
courage the practice by threatening incarcerated people and those who they might
enlist to injure them with additional felony counts and more prison time. The
state issues this warning to people seeking to evade labor, or those who might assist
them:

Any person serving a sentence or sentences within the State prison
system who, during the term of such imprisonment, willfully and
intentionally inflicts upon himself any injury resulting in a permanent
or temporary incapacity to perform work or duties assigned to him by
the Division of Adult Correction and Juvenile Justice of the Department
of Public Safety, or any prisoner who aids or abets any other prisoner in
the commission of such offense, shall be punished as a Class H felon.82

A Class H felony in North Carolina carries a maximum of thirty-nine months in
prison.83

Charging “Modern Day Slavery”
Apart from individual, ad hoc instances of resistance, incarcerated workers have also
engaged in direct, collective protest by striking for higher wages and better working
conditions, and asserting that they “are not slaves.”84 Groups like Jailhouse Lawyers
Speak (JLS), which describes itself as “a national collective of imprisoned persons who
fight for human rights, by providing other prisoners with access to legal education,
resources, and assistance,” as well as the Incarcerated Workers Organizing
Committee, the prison arm of the Industrial Workers of the World, have been
involved in strikes at carceral institutions across the United States.85 In 2018, there
were strikes in multiple states following a violent episode that led to the deaths of
seven incarcerated people at the Lee Correctional Institution in Bishopville, South
Carolina, in April of that year.86 The prison was overcrowded and understaffed,
and critics maintained that the deaths could have been prevented had corrections
officers intervened sooner.87

One of the 2018 strikes took place at Angola, where incarcerated people had been
organizing for three years.88 At a prison where almost eighty percent of the incarcer-
ated population was African American, the Incarcerated Workers Organizing
Committee released a statement on behalf of men at Angola, asserting: “We demand
a national conversation inquiring how state prison farms across the country came to
hold thousands of people from African descent against their will.”89 Three months
later, as the forty-seventh anniversary of the police killing of Black prison revolution-
ary George Jackson and the bloody uprising at New York’s Attica Prison approached,
strike organizers said additional work stoppages, along with commissary boycotts and
protests on prison yards, took place in prisons and detention centers in Washington,
California, South Carolina, and Ohio.90 Strike participants demanded “an immediate
end to prison slavery,” along with humane prison conditions.91
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Conclusion

That striking incarcerated workers have called their condition “prison slavery” is sig-
nificant, and should not be dismissed as hyperbole. It suggests that, among incarcer-
ated African Americans, protesting compulsory labor is not solely a matter of
securing practical improvements such as wage increases and better working condi-
tions. These protests reflect, as anthropologist Orisanmi Burton has recently argued
about Black-led prison rebellions, strike participants’ understanding of prisons as a
site of “white supremacist systems of power,” and their attempts to carve out
“zones of autonomy, freedom, and liberation” within prisons.92

If, as incarcerated Black radicals have maintained, prisons are sites of modern-day
slavery, there is no dimension of prison life that is more evocative of planation slavery
than the farms and “gardens” across the United States where disproportionately Black
and brown bodies are forced to work to maintain prisons and, in some cases, grow
food for American consumers. Seeing contemporary, compulsory prison agricultural
labor as analogous to antebellum field slavery also has major implications for what to
make of media coverage on prison farms. News stories about prison farms, such as
those described at the outset of this article, are no longer benign or uplifting accounts
of the invigorating outdoors and farm-fresh food in otherwise grim environments.
Rather, they become greenwashed narratives that, even if unintentionally, do the
work of obscuring connections between prison agricultural labor and field slavery
by framing such labor as wholesome and rehabilitative (notwithstanding an eighty-
three percent recidivism rate at state prisons nationwide).93

That the news organizations that have produced such stories include leading,
national print media sources like the New York Times and the Washington Post,
and National Public Radio, which is syndicated to over one thousand public radio sta-
tions across the United States and reaches an audience of forty-four million, raises the
imperative for critically examining media narratives of prison farm labor.94 While the
contemporary media landscape is diverse, and people consume news from a multi-
tude of sources, such media organizations carry considerable cultural capital and
can still shape Americans’ ideas about prison life and conditions, especially if readers
and listeners do not have firsthand experiences with incarceration. Of course, no rel-
atively short news article or six-minute radio story can include all the intricacies of
prison labor policies and practices, but news organizations could, at the very least,
clarify whether incarcerated people are being forced or coerced into working, and
the wages—if any—they are earning. The elision of such details can discourage
Americans from critically engaging with uncomfortable, urgent questions about pri-
son conditions and carceral labor practices that have been justifiably called “modern-
day slavery.”
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